IT Asset & CMDB
Asset data you can trust
Great service management relies on great data. Hornbill gives you rich asset and
configuration data—covering hardware, software, and dependencies—supporting
the information needs of every IT team. Fully-integrated into all processes, up-tothe-minute data means you can be sure that you’re always accurate and compliant.
Visualizations cut through the complexity to make root cause analysis, change
management, and security analysis a breeze.

“I like the ease of administration and configuration. We are solving problems like linking-in asset management and using it as
our single source of truth.”

Benefits to you?

Department director benefits

Ceo/cio benefits
Service-oriented view of IT

Find and eliminate waste

Reduce change risk

Pinpoint risks

Software compliance

Track asset lifecycles and costs

Service manager benefits

Service desk manager benefits

Service visibility

Call times

Risks

First time fixes

Change agility

Unintended consequences

Risk impact

Root cause analysis speed

“All I can say is…this is brilliant!”

Taming the complexity
of IT assets
Full lifecycle management
Hornbill combines asset tracking with supporting processes to simplify management
of assets from cradle to grave. From procurement to OS upgrades, security,
compliance, and disposal—Hornbill reduces the workload across the board.

ITIL process integration
As one app, built on a single data model and common UI, Hornbill provides asset and
configuration data to anybody who needs it to get work done—resolving incidents,
investigating root causes, assessing change impact, and more.

Supplier, contract, and compliance management
Extended asset management features cover supplier, contract, and compliance
management—to reduce cost and risk.

“Hornbill are super supportive! 100% would recommend”

Hornbill is the most
user-adopted ESM solution
The key to success in ESM is user adoption. Hornbill has the highest user
adoption rates of any ESM vendor, proving the simplicity of our service portal.

Superior
integration

Full ITIL
integration

Simple connection
with data sources to
create a rich CMDB.

Clear visualisation

Service-oriented
visualizations make
it easy to see
dependencies, status,
and risks.

Everybody gets
access to the data
they need to get the
job done.

CMS

Full Configuration
Management System
features ensure data
integrity.

Hornbill is far more feature rich than all of the tools we
were using and had reviewed. A very clean, modern User
Interface.”

Getting to a single
source of truth
Getting a complete and accurate view of your IT infrastructure can be easier
than you think.
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Connect with your
discovery tools

Hornbill connects easily with
your discovery tools and external
repositories—using codeless offthe-shelf connectors.enterprisewide ESM program.
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Hornbill cleans the data

Hornbill takes the legwork
out of consolidating
duplicated and messy
data coming from different
sources. What you get is
crystal-clear information
about your assets.

Configuration Management System

The integrated Hornbill CMS ensures the processes and
mechanisms are in place to ensure ongoing integrity—
so you can always rely on the data in front of you.

Hornbill makes life a lot easier!”

“Hornbill has helped bridge the gap as we can know see where
our assets are and who has them.”

